Milan, The New
Financial Centre
Milan, 27th March 2017

Factors of Competitiveness
The Global Financial Centres Index (GFCI) was created in 2005 and first
published by Z/Yen Group in March 2007. The GFCI provides ratings, rankings
and profiles for financial centres, based on their competitiveness.
The instrumental factors used in the GFCI model are grouped into five key
factors of competitiveness – Business Environment, Financial Sector
Development, Infrastructure, Human Capital and Reputational Factors
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Using clustering and correlation
analysis, there are three key measures
(axes) that determine a
financial centre’s profile along different
dimensions of
competitiveness:
The extent to which a centre is well
known around the world, and how
much nonresident
professionals believe it is connected to
other financial centres

Connectivity

The depth within a financial
centre of the following industry
sectors: investment
management, banking,
insurance, professional services
and government and regulatory

The breadth of
financial
industry sectors
that flourish in a
financial centre

Factors of Competitiveness
During the past few years, Italy, and in particular Milan, has invested
in the areas highlighted in yellow below.
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Over the past few years, Milan has
been growing significantly in many
areas, and the results are tangible.
In this Report we have identified 5
main Factors of Competitiveness
which could enhance the GFCI
Factors. These are represented in
the diagram below and higlighted in
yellow.
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Milan, The New Financial Centre
The Factors of Competitiveness, which make Milan an
attractive city for capitals and resources previously based in
London, are based on the following main pillars:
►

A robust regulatory framework, with particular regard to
the requirements against corruption, bribery, money
laundering and sustainability. In addition, the Italian
juridical system is significantly improved, providing many
alternative dispute resolutions and a new digital era
affecting the civil proceeding;

►

A decrease of tax costs for Corporates, in addition to a
series of incentives;

►

A highly skilled source of Human Capital that will work
from Italy, but also flexible recruitment processes, both
into and out of Italy;

►

A strong infrastructure, in relation to public transport,
financial assets, real estates, education, etc.;

►

A strong city brand.
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Regulatory Environment
Regulation 231/01
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Company
liability

Italian Regulation 231/2001 states that companies acting in Italy
may be held liable, fined, subject to restraining orders that prohibit
the exercise of business, and/or subject to confiscation orders if
certain offences – including corruption, bribery, fraud, money
laundering offences – are committed, or attempted, in the
interest of the company, by the company’s officers, managers
or their subordinates, or by third parties acting on behalf of the
company, such as agents, suppliers or other partners. The
company’s liability is in addition to the criminal liability of the
person who committed the offences.

Fines

Regulation 231/01 could issues four type of fines:
• Financial, depending on the egregiousness of the illicit, from €
25.800 to € 1.550.000;
• Prohibition of business activity, revocation or suspension of the
necessary authorizations for the ongoing activities;
• Seizure;
• Judgment publication.

HUMAN
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Regulation
231/01
introduced
Corporate
liability in the
case of certain
offences –
including
corruption,
bribery, fraud,
money
laundering
offences
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Regulatory Environment
Anti Bribery and Corruption Authority
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In 2015, the Anti Bribery Authority (ANAC) was established and the anti bribery
and corruption regulations were enhanced, now aligned to US and UK laws.
ANAC plays a central role in:

HUMAN
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The
establishment
of a specific
Anti- Bribery
Authority and
the
enhancement
of procurement
regulation,
significantly
improved the
Anti- Bribery
and Corruption
framework

Role of the
Anti Bribery
Authority

• Preventing corruption amongst public administrations and stateowned/controlled companies by ensuring the transparency of their
management;
• Supervising and monitoring public procurement contracts/agreements. In
particular, ANAC has the authority to monitor procurement procedures, and to
sanction violations of regulation in the area of public contracts;
• Monitoring the expenditure process in accordance with Legislative Decree n. 229
of 2011 which is aimed at making expenditure for public works efficient, by
improving decision-making and financial resource management. This implies
that all financial transactions related to public work, services and supplies are to
be recorded on dedicated bank accounts and must be made through (bank/post)
wire transfers. In addition, as to ensure the traceability of such financial flows,
payment instruments must include, in respect of each transaction, the Codice
Unico di Progetto (CUP) and the Codice Identificativo della Gara (CIG) (i.e. tender
identification code) issued by ANAC.
In compliance with the European regulations (i.e. Directives 2014/23/UE,

Enhancement 2014/24/UE and 2014/25/UE), the Italian Parliament approved in 2016 the
of
Legislative Decree n. 50 in order to ensure the transparency regarding the
procurement
procurement process involving the following sector: energy, water, transport and
regulation
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mail service.
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Regulatory Environment
Anti Money Laundering
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Italy has a
strong legal
and
institutional
framework for
combating
Money
Laundering,
founded on a
risk- based
approach and
transaction
monitoring

Italy is a Financial Action Task Force (FATF) member, as UK, France, Germany,
China, Japan, USA, etc.. FATF is an inter-governmental body established in 1989 by
the Ministers of its Member jurisdictions. The objectives of the FATF are to set
FATF Member standards and promote effective implementation of legal, regulatory and operational
measures for prevent money laundering, terrorist financing and other related threats
to the integrity of the international financial system.

AML
Framework

The Banking AML framework includes the AML Law of 2007, as subsequently
amended, and the relevant regulations issued by the Bank of Italy (i.e. BoI) on CDD
and record-keeping (both effective from January 1, 2014, although the latter was an
update of a 1993 regulation) and internal controls (effective September 1, 2011).
Regarding insurance sector, the IVASS issued a series of regulations on internal
controls and CDD (effective August 1, 2012 and January 1, 2015, respectively). In
addition, BoI recently issued a Regulation in consultation for the adoption of the IV
European Directive on AML (i.e. Directive UE 2015/849).

Italy has a mature and sophisticated AML regime, with a correspondingly well
Mature and developed legal and institutional framework. BoI founded its AML regulation on a
sophisticated risk based approach for the customer identification and clusterization and on
AML regime structured and strict rules for transaction monitoring and suspicious activity
reporting.
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Regulatory Environment
Alternative Dispute resolution
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Many Alternative
Dispute
resolutions are
available for
Corporates in
order to decrease
time taken for
disputes. In
addition, in order
to improve the
Italian juridical
system,
document
digitalization has
been introduced

Various
types of
alternative
dispute
resolution
(ADR)

The main ADR provided by Italian law can be described as follows:
• Out of court settlement (“transazione stragiudiziale”), provided by
Article 1965 of the Italian Civil Code;
• Mediation (“mediazione”), provided by Law n. 98/2013. Mediation
is mandatory in civil and commercial proceedings, in certain
specific matters (inter alia, financial, bank and insurance
agreements; lease agreements; company lease; etc.);
• Judicial or extrajudicial conciliation (“conciliazione
giudiziale/stragiudiziale”) provided by Articles 183, 320 and 322
of the Code of Civil Procedure;
• Arbitration (“arbitrato”) as an alternative means of dispute
resolution to a court decision, provided by Article 806 of the
Italian Code of Civil Procedure.
• Negotiation assisted by lawyers (“negoziazione assistita”),
provided by Law n. 162/2014.

The European Court of Arbitration is a very efficient ADR, in terms of time and costs
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Many Alternative
Dispute
resolutions are
available for
Corporates in
order to decrease
time taken for
disputes. In
addition, in order
to improve the
Italian juridical
system,
document
digitalization has
been introduced

The civil telematics proceeding (“PCT”) has digitalized and
expedited several activities such as the consultation of deeds,
document filing, transmission and notification. Starting from 2014,
the filing of a specific document has become mandatory in civil
Digitalization
proceedings. According to recent inquiries by the Italian Ministry of
Justice, between May 2015 and May 2016, over 7,300,000 deeds
were filed digitally and between June 2015 and May 2016, over
4,000,000 court decisions were issued digitally.
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Banking and Financial ADR
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For banking and
financial
disputes,
alternative
mediations are
available, through
the creation of
two types of
“Arbitration”

The Banking and Financial Ombudsman is an alternative dispute resolution
system for customer complaints about banks and other financial
intermediaries. The Arbiter is independent and impartial. It ensures rapid
decision. The Bank of Italy serves as technical secretariat for the ABF.
The Banking and Financial Ombudsman provides a simple, rapid (at minimal
cost) and effective means of settling disputes between intermediaries and their
customers.
Banking and It performs its functions autonomously and has complete and exclusive
Financial
decision-making powers for the matters within its competence.
Ombudsman
The Ombudsman cannot decide when the dispute: (a) is not within its
competence, involves goods or services other than banking and financial
services; (b) concerns transactions or conduct before 1 January 2009; (c) is
already under examination by the judicial authorities; (d) has already been
submitted to arbitration or where a conciliation or mediation procedure is
pending (in the latter case, recourse to the ABF is possible only if the
procedure fails).

The Consob Financial Ombudsman (ACF), set up by Consob with resolution
no. 19602 of May 4, 2016, is a dispute resolution tool among "retail
Financial
Ombudsman investors" and financial intermediaries for breach of duties of care,
fairness, information and transparency that intermediaries must comply
with when providing investment services.
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European Court of Arbitration
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Mission
In order to reduce
the possible
dilution of Italian
justice time,
Corporates can
appeal to the
European Court
of Arbitration

The European Court of Arbitration is the branch of the European
Centre of Arbitration and Mediation which promotes arbitration and
administers international and domestic arbitration.
The mission of the institution is:
• to help litigants, who look for alternative solutions, in a spirit of
service to them above any other goal;
• to contribute in a friendly way with any other similar institution to
create a culture of arbitration and of mediation.

Its Rules allow to resolve commercial disputes, and in general
disputes on rights of which the parties may freely dispose, through
Commercial modern arbitral proceedings which do not aim to create luxury
disputes
clinics nor to be an arena - focused on brilliant and sometimes
abstract arguments - but to serve the users with humanity and
humility.
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European Court of Arbitration
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A sole
arbitrator

It is tradition in arbitration to appoint three arbitrators. When there
are only two parties, each party appoints an arbitrator and the third
one is appointed by the administering body. The mechanism does
not work if there are more than two parties, unless several of them
form one group which appoints one as the arbitrator. Unless the
parties have expressly agreed to appoint three, the European Court
of Arbitration appoints a sole arbitrator, which cuts down the costs
of the proceedings to about one third and ensures that the dispute
is decided more quickly by a completely neutral arbitrator

Quick
decision

The Arbitrator has to decide within 9 months, a term which may
be extended only twice, each time for a maximum of three months,
only on exceptional grounds.

INFRASTRUCTURES

In order to reduce
the possible
dilution of Italian
justice time,
Corporates can
appeal to the
European Court
of Arbitration

Constructive dialogue between the arbitrator and the parties. The

Constructive
Main Points of such rules provide a very modern, efficient and costdialogue

effective resolution of the disputes
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Italian Corporates
are aware of
sustainability
topics, through
the introduction
of disclosure of
non-financial and
diversity
information (e.g.
renewable
energy, health,
safety, gender
equality, etc.)

Individual
declaration

Topics
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Following the European Directive n. 2014/95, Law n. 254/2016 introduced the
disclosure of non-financial and diversity information by certain large
undertakings and groups. Yearly these subjects must formalize an individual
declaration containing non-financial information, which covers different
topics (e.g. environment, social, regarding employment, human rights, fight
against corruption).
The declaration should contain the following areas:
• use of renewable and/or non-renewable energy;
• green house gas emissions;
• foreseeable impacts of the undertaking's operations on the environment,
and, as appropriate, on health and safety;
• social and employee-related matters, with particular regard to the actions
taken to ensure gender equality, implementation of fundamental conventions
of the International Labour Organisation, working conditions, social dialogue,
respect for the right of workers to be informed and consulted, respect for
trade union rights, health and safety at work and the dialogue with local
communities, and/or the actions taken to ensure the protection and the
development of those communities;
• prevention of human rights abuses and/or on instruments in place to
fight corruption and bribery.
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24%
The fiscal
regime can
compete with
other European
Countries.
Competition is
increased also
though a series
of other
incentives for
Corporates
which are
looking to
invest in Italy

Corporate
tax

Flat Tax
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Reduction of the main corporate tax from 27.5% to 24% (with
the exception of credit institutions and financial institutions, other
than asset management companies). This makes Italy more
competitive compared to its neighbors France, Germany and Spain
that still have rates above 28%. Even though the country cannot
compete with Irish tax regimes, it is well positioned to compete with
the Netherlands, another of the preferred locations for foreign
multinationals.

Any income or capital gains on investments earned abroad
realized by individual taxpayers, with the exception of “qualified
shareholdings”, will be untaxed and replaced by a lump sum of
€100,000, for the duration of 15 years. This incentive will be
coupled with the creation of a dedicated office for large taxpayers to
attract new investments as well as contrast any trans-national
phenomena of tax evasion.
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Tax costs
Fiscal Regime and other incentives
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Investor

VISA
The fiscal
regime can
compete with
other European
Countries.
Competition is
increased also
though a series
of other
incentives for
Corporates
which are
looking to
invest in Italy

A new adds to the already implemented startup visa that
facilitates the processes for entrepreneurs that want to start a
company in Italy. This is an investor visa, based on those existing
in countries like Germany, the US, Canada, Spain and France, that
facilitates the residency of foreigners investing significant amounts
into the Italian economic and cultural heritage.

As part of the “Industry 4.0” initiatives launched by the Minister of
Economic Development, companies that invest in technological
assets will receive depreciation incentives on their expenses,
as well as a tax credit for incremental expenditure on research
Industry 4.0
and development. The Ministry is also focusing on new funding for
SMEs and startups to drive more innovation in the development of
new technologies like robotics, artificial intelligence and cloud
computing.

Unlike the UK, Italy is entitled to receive the European Structural Funds, under certain conditions.
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90%
The
introduction of
different
incentives for
skilled workers
who want to
come or return
to Italy
increased the
Italian human
capital and the
talent pool

Tax
exemption

Fiscal
Incentives

Art. 16 of Law n. 147/2015A introduced a five-year tax exemption for highly
skilled workers who return to Italy after at least five years of working abroad,
which has already benefited 4500 people; exemption will be raised from 30%
to 50% of their income, with an extension to self-employed entrepreneurs.
Through Art. 17 of Law n. 185/2008, changed into Law n. 2/2009, the
government has devised an extension of the incentives to researchers that
have worked abroad, including a tax exemption on 90% of their income,
which has already attracted back over 2000 people.
Law n. 238 of the 30/12/2010 introduced fiscal incentives for employees
that return to Italy, through the reduction of the taxable income (70% for men,
80% for women). The law, already in force, has been extended till December
2017.
New Residents

The government has included in the budget system an initiative dedicated to
the so-called “new residents” (an “optional tax regime for new residents’
Optional tax foreign income”), that aligns with the resident non-domiciled tax initiative of the
regime for
UK. This would encourage multinational companies to move their
new
executives and the top level workforce to Italy as the measure allows for all
residents
those people who have been living abroad for at least nine of the last ten years
preceding their residence in Italy.
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The introduction
of the Job Act in
2015 with hiring
flexibility (in and
out) and cost
predefined in
case of
employees
dismissal entails
high incentives
for Corporates for
moving to Italy

“Jobs Act” makes easier to hire employees by means of fixed-term and
staff leasing agreements, allowing to execute such agreements without any
specific and/or typical reason (the limitations are the length of the fixed-term
Easier hiring
agreement for a maximum of 36 months and the threshold of 20% for fixedterm hiring and for staff leasing; bargaining collective agreements, even at a
company level, could modify these limitations).

Easier
dismissals

For new hiring (those after March 2015) the costs of dismissals are defined
and less expensive (except for discriminatory dismissal or false disciplinary
charges). Furthermore, recently case-law allowed companies to dismiss
employees for cost saving, without the burden of proving company crisis or
other serious issues.

“Jobs Act” makes it easier to change job duties of employees without their
Easier
management consent (with some limitations and, in particular, without reduction of the
salary). If the employee executes a specific assisted agreement the limitations
of the
employees are reduced.

Tax benefit
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Economical subsidies are granted to employers especially for the hiring of
young people and women. Furthermore, some tax benefits apply for
implemented welfare programs.
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Infrastructures
Availability of the Cyber
More than 1.1 Park (e.g. EXPO,
million of square 1.1million Sq m) as the
meters available most technologically
advanced in EU with
additional potential fiscal
advantages
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Milan has a
strong and
diverse
infrastructure,
in relation to
public
transport,
financial
assets, real
estates,
education, etc.

8 Universities

London Stock Exchange and
Milan Stock Exchange are part
of the same Group

2

Of which recognized
as being among the
best in the world

lines,
airports, which
4 underground
3
and one under
directly link Italy
construction, in a well
with the main
New real estate spaces
(3 brand new financial districts
– Porta Nuova / Tre Torri / Gae
Aulenti)
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organized ground
transportation system

international
cities
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Milan
developed
some
«ecosystems»
that enables its
leadership on
mobility and
shared
mobility, and
on digital
services for
tourism and
healthcare

 City of Milan digital
transformation plan
 First European city
with all kinds of
sharing-mobility
services (bikesharing, scootersharing, car-sharing,
also with electric
vehicles)
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 Advanced system for delivering
services to citizens: data platform
(E015, developed for Expo), open
data, on-line services, digital
payments, etc)
 100% population coverage
FTTH (Fiber-To-The-Home)
 Free Wi-Fi coverage in
public areas
 Milan will be the pilot for the Italian
5G network
 Integrated digital touristic
system (website, card and
app dedicated to tourists)
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Milan has a
strong city
brand,
confirmed by
the
establishment
of a task force
in an attempt
to bring firms
and banks to
Milan

Important hub for
innovation (Google,
Amazon, Microsoft,
etc.), recognized as
the most important
Italian city for start
ups and Fintech

After Rome, Milan
is the second
travel destination
in Italy, with more
than 11 million
tourists per year.
In the city there
are about 480
hotels, able to
host more than
53,000 guests
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The Italian Government has
established a task force,
involving the city’s authorities,
the Bank of Italy, the Revenue
Agency, the Police, the
Chamber of Commerce and
Consob (Italian Commission for
the Stock Exchange) in an
attempt to bring firms and
banks to Milan. Comitato
Select is the sponsor of this
task force (see the next slide)

One of the most
important cultural
cities due to
significant events
(Fashion Week,
Architecture
exhibition, Art
Galleries, Opera, etc.)
City of two
international soccer
team
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European economic interest grouping
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The European economic interest grouping (i.e. EEIG) has been introduced
in Italy by the Law n. 240 of the 1991 and its institution in Italy could enhance
Introduction
the international cooperation and improve the economic growth of its
members.

INFRASTRUCTURES

In order to
facilitate the
establishment
of a financial
district in
Milan, it could
be interesting
to use the EEIG
structure,
which can
reduce the risk
of bureaucratic
inefficiencies
within the
Italian system

The EEIG is a transnational instrument: for this reason, the EEIG is
Transnational
instrument considered more appropriate as a means of regulating collaboration among
partners from different EC Member States.

Legal
neutrality

The main features of the EEIG derive directly from the EC Regulation. This
means that partners are placed on an equal footing.

Equality of
partners

Respect of the economic and legal autonomy of partners and the equality of
partners: this autonomy is linked to the fact that the grouping cannot replace
its members in the exercise of their activities.

Simplicity
and
Flexibility

The simplicity has been greatly appreciated by existing EEIGs at the stages
of formation and organization of groupings. The flexibility is reflected, in
particular, in methods of financing and the possibility of integrating new
members, which enables an EEIG to respond to any changes in conditions of
cooperation.
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